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'enable us to determine the fraction of the sun's light which it 
receives, and correcting for the albedo, it is easy to calculate the 
brightness of the sun in terms of that of the planet, the exact 
stellar magnitude of which can be found by direct measurement. 
Thus, Mr. Gore finds that the apparent diameter of :'.Jars in 
opposition, as seen from the sun, is 6"'I7, so that the area of the 
disc is 29'9 square seconds. Dividing the number of square 
seconds in a hemisphere by the latter, it is found that if the 
surface of Mars were a perfect reflector, the sun as seen from 
Mars would be 8,940,450,ooo times brighter than Mars appears 
to us when in opposition. 

According to Zollner, the reflecting power of }Jars is only 
o·2672, so th.at the previous number must be to 
33,459,768,ooo. This, however, is for mean distance I ·5237, so 
that when reduced to the earth's distance (by multiplying by the 
square of o · 5237 ), we get the light of the sun as seen from the 
earth to be 9,I74,668,385 times the light of :'.Iars when in 
opposition ; this number, on the basis of a light ratio of 2'5I2 
corresponding (o a difference of I magnitude, represents 24'9 
magnitudes. Prof. Pickering's photometric measurements show 
that the stellar magnitude of :VIars at mean opposition is 2'25, 
so that the deduced stellar magnitude of the sun is - 27'I5. 
Similar calculations from the data relating to Jupiter gi,·e a value 
of - 27 ·I 7, and from Saturn - 27 ·I I. Though agreeing so 
remarkably among themselves, these new values differ very con
siderably from the value hitherto acloptecl, namely - 25·5. The 
new value, however, receives confirmation in the fact that it is 
very nearly equal to the magnitude which o. Centauri would 
assume if it were brought to the sun's distance from the earth, 
assuming the parallax to be o"·76, the spectrum of this star 
resembling the spectrum of the sun. 

lHE GREENWICH OBSERVATORY. 
'[HE Report of the Astronomer Royal to the Board of 

Visitors of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, was read at 
the annual visitation on Saturday. A few of the developments 
made during the year covered by the report, and some observa
tions of interest, are referred to in the subjoined extracts. 

Provision has been made in the Navy Estimates for the erec
tion in Greenwich Park of a magnetic pavilion for absolute 
determinations of the magnetic elements, and the plans are now 
being prepared in the Director of \Norks' Department. It is 
proposed to establish this station in the immediate neighbour
hood of the Observatory, and at such a distance that there 
would be no suspicion of disturbance from the iron in the 
buildings. 

INORK \\'ITH EQI.JATORL\.LS. 

The flint and crown discs for the new photographic telescope 
of 26 inches aperture, the gift of Sir Henry Thompson, have 
been received at the Observatory. The details of the design for 
the mounting have been carefully worked out, and good progress 
has been made with the mechanical work. 

The 28-it1ch refractor has been in use throughout the year, and 
is quite satisfactory. It moves easily in R.A. and Declination, 
the new slow motion screws work successfully, the water clock 
in general drives it with great precision, and the performance of 
the object glass under good atmospheric conclitions is admirable. 
Various improvements in the accessories of the instrument have 
been carried out in the past year. A spectroscope specially 
adapted to photography, for use with this refractor, is being 
1nade. 

:\licrometer measures of sixty-three double stars have been 
made ; in 27 of these the distance of the components was under 
I", and in I3 it was o''·5 or under. The most remarkable of 
these measures are those of K Pegasi (13 989). The components 
of this star, though only o''·14 apart, were distinctly separated 
\vith a power of IOJO. 

easures of the positions of satellites of :'.Iars near elongation 
were made on two nights. Several attempt,; were also made to 
measure Jupiter's fifth satellite, but the results obtained were 
discordant. A series of measures of the polar and e<juatorial 
diameters of Jupiter and his satellites was made. :'.leasures of 
the dimensions of Saturn and his ri.ngs and the positions of the 
satellites have also been made, and are being continued. 

\Vith the astrographic equatorial 595 plates, with a total of 
1450 exposures, have been taken. Of these, I62 have been re
jected for various reasons, such as :-partially fogged plates; 
because the reticules were not clearly printed ; because the images 
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were too faint to show 9th magnitude stars with a twenty-seconds 
exposure ; for faults in development ; for mistakes of setting ; and 
for miscellaneous defects. It is hoped that a much smaller 
number of plates will need to be rejected in future for these causes. 

The total number of celestial fields photographed since the 
commencement of work for the chart is 422, and the !•)tal 
number of fields photographed for the catalogue is 6I7. Only 
half as many fields for the chart and catalogue have been 
photographed this year as during la'it year. This is due partly to 
the unfayourable weather, and partly to the telescope being uut 
of use for t\1 o months while the shutter of the dome \\·a,s IJeing 
repaired. 

SPECTROSCOPIC A:\D IlEL!OGRAPHIC 0BSER\'ATIO:'>JS. 

Since I894 December 19, when the spectroscope \\as brought 
into adjustment, 98 measures have been made of the displace
ment of the F line in the spectra of I3 stars, and I6 of the b line 
in the spectra of four stars. Some experiments have also been 
made in photographing stellar spectra, to give data as to the 
work to be done with the new photographic spectroscope. 

Photographs of the sun were taken with the Dallmeyer phut<J· 
heliograph on I99 days, and of these 375 ha,·e been selected f•)r 
preservation, besides I8 photographs with double images of che 
sun for determination of zero of position-angle. 

The 9-inch photographic telescope presented by Sir Henry 
Thompson, which has been mounted on the Lassell equatorial, 
was also in regular use as a photoheliograph up to October I 5, 
when the progress of the building operations prevented its 
further use. Photographs of the sun had been obtained with it 
by that time on So days, of which I2I haYe been selected for 
preservation. In all, with one photoheliograph or the other, a 
record of the state of the solar surface has been secured on 2 I 3 
days during the year. 

The mean daily spotted area of the sun was only slightly 
smaller in I894 than in I893, the marked falling off in the spring 
of I 894 noted in the last report being followed by an increase 
during the summer months. The ntlmber of sun-spots we1s 
greater than in I893· The spring of this year has ,,hU\vn a 
decline both in the number and area of spots. 

:'.f.-I.G:'>JETIC 0BSER\'AT!O:\S. 

The variations of magnetic declination, horizontal fnrce 
and Yertical force, and of earth currents have been registered 
photographically, and accompanying eye observations 'Jf 
absolute declination, horizonte1l force, and dip, have ],een 
1nade as in forn1er years. Increased 111agnetic activity \Vas 
shown in the yee1r I 894, and great disturbances occurred •Hl 

July 20 and 20; the spot of light of the vertical force 
magnet, on the former date, ami the spots of light of the hori
zontal force ami vertical force magnets, on the latter, having 
passed beyond the mnge of the registering sheets for some hours. 
In July and August the disturbances in the earth-current 
registers caused by the South London Electric Railway showed 
a great increase, which is presumably due to the experimence< 
then being made in the use of motors on the carriages nf the 
rail way instead of separate locomotiYes. 

The following are the principal results for the mngndic 
elements for I894 :-

:\[ ean clcclination 

r ean horizontal force 

:\lean dip 

I7° 4'·6 West. 
( 3'966I (in British units). 

-l I ·8287 (in metric units). 
\ 67° I6' 5" (hy 9-inch needles). 
· 67° I7' 8" (by 6-inch needles). 
/67o I8' 43" (by 3-inch needle.,). 

In the year I S94 there were ten days of great magnetic dis
turbance ami thirteen other clays of lesser disturbance. Tracings 
of the photographic curves for all of these days are being made, 
and will he published in the annual Yolume according t•J the 
arrangements made with :'.I. l\Iascart. The calculation of diurne1l 
inequalities from five typical quiet days in each month l1as heen 
continued. 

:'.lETEOROLOGICAL 0BSER\'ATIONS. 

The registration of atmospheric pressure, temperature of the 
air and of evaporation, pressure and velocity of the win,], 
rainfall, sunshine, and atmospheric electricity has been cun
tinuously maintained, except that during the winter the register 
of atmospheric electricity was interrupted during the greater 
part of February by freezing of the water in the exit pipe. 
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The mean temperature of the year 1894 was 49°·9, being o'·s received the support of Prof. Goode, Director of the U.S. 
above the average for the fifty years r84I-I890. The severe frost i National :VIuseum, Prof. vVilson, of the Smithsonian Institution, 
which set in on December 30, and continued with slight inter- ' and other representative men. In the summer of r893, a number 
mission until 'IIarch 9, was the most remarkable meteorological of the prominent citizens of Chicago resoh·ed "to establish in 
feature of the year. The cold wave, defined as the period during Chicago a great museum that shall he a fitting memorial of the 
which the mean daily temperature was below the average, ex- vVorld's Columbian Exposition, and a permanent advantage and 
tended from 1894 December 30 to r895 :\larch 9, with a break honour to the city." The delicate and important task of securing 
from January 14 to 20. and on 'IIarch r, a period extending over the funds necessary to carry the resolution into effect was at once 
seventy days in all. The total defect of mean daily temperature ' begun, but the appeal at first met with little response. A 
below the fifty years' average during this period was 489°, or munificent gift from Mr. Field gave confidence in the assured 
7'·o per clay. prominence and success of the museum. Mr. (;. 'II. Pullman 

A comparison with some of the coldest winters since r841 is followed with a subscription of roo,ooo dollars, and a like smn 
given in the following table :- was contributed by 'IIr. H. N. Higinbotham. :\Irs. M. D . 

.\iumher Tctal defect Sturgis gave '50,000 dollars, and a number of other donations 
uf mean daily for various an1ounts were n1adc, as well as Ex11osition stock 

Period of cold 
r845 Jan. 27--:\Iarch 21 
r855 Jan. ro-Feb. 24 

uf cb.y-:.. temperature. . 

443 o havmg the approximate par value of r,soo,ooo dollars. vVith 54 
+6 
+5 
73 
39 
70 

467' these funds in hand, the museum committee felt justified in 

320o making extensive purchases, including the exhibits from Paraguay, r87o Dec. 2r--r87r Feb. 3 
r886 Jan. 5-'IIarch r8 403o Peru, Java, Samoa, the Hagenbeck collection, and the Ward 

s6o' collection of natural history, tor which a sum of 95,000 dollars r89o J'\ov. 25-r89r Jan. 22 . 
r894 Dec. 30--!895 :\larch 9 . 489' was paid. The new President of the museum, 'llr. E. E. Ayer, 

presented the Ayer anthropological collection, valued at roo,ooo 
dollars, to the museum, and other donations of material followed. 
:\1any exhibits were purchased at the close of the Exposition, 
and these furnished the brciad foundation upon which the present 
collections have been built. c;reat gaps in the continuity of 
separate subjects have thus been, to a large degree, olJViatecl, until 

The cold on the four clays February 6, 7, 8 and 9 was par
ticularly severe, the mean temperature being I 8' ·6 or 20' · 5 below 
the average of the 50 years from r84r-I890, and there·is no 
other instance of four consecutive days since r84r with so low a 
temperature. 

The lowest temperature recorded 
zluring the winter was 6'·9 on February 
8, the lowest temperature. in February 
since 1841, the next lowest being 7''·7 on 
1845 February 12. Lower temperatures 
have been registered twice since 1841, 
•·iz. 4' on 1841 Tanuary 9 and 6°·6 on 
r867 January 5· ·The mean temperature 
throughout the whole of February was 
28°·9, or ro'·5 below the 50 years' 
average. The mean in February r855 
was 29°"2. 

The mean daily horizontal movement 
of the air in the t weh·e months ending 
1895 April 3D was 283 miles, which is 
slightly above the awrage. The greatest 
movement was 867 miles on December 
22, and the least 50 miles on August 30. 
The greatest pressure of the wind was 36 
lbs. on the square foot on '1Iarcl1 24, 
with a velocity of 56 miles in the hour. 
During the gale of December 22, the 
greatest pressure recorded was 30 lbs., 
with a velocity of 50 miles in each of two 
hours. 

The number of hours of bright 'mnshine 
recorded during the tweh-e months ending 
1895 c\.pril JO by the Campbell-Stokes 
instnunent was 928 out ofthe 4454 hours dnring which the sun 
was above the horizon, so that the mean proportion of sunshine 
for the year was o ·zo8, constant sunshine being represented by 
I. In the corresponding period for r893-4, the number of 
hours of sunshine was 1364, anrl the mean proportion of sunshine 
was o·3o6. 

The rainfall in the year ending r895 April 30 was 24·56 
jnches, which is very nearly the san1e as the average arnount for 
the 50 years I84r-r890. The number of days on which niin fell 
was r87. 

THE FiELD COIJDIBIAN JIUSECM·. 

THE museum founded to commemorate the vVorld's Columbian 
Exposition at Chicago has reached a stage which enables 

it to commence a series of publications designed to pres,ent to 
the world the results of research conducted under ics auspices. 
The first of this series is before us, and is devoted to an historical 
account of the movement that resulted in the establishment of 
the museum. From this description we extract the following 
sketch of the early history of the museum, and of the general 
character of the contents. 

The forn1ation of a n1nscun1 at Chicago, after the Colun1bian 
Exposition, was suggested by Prof. Putnam in r890, and 
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The Field Colum hian .\I \l,,eu:>.1. 

to-day, frmn one end of the n1usenn1 to the other, can be traced 
the storv of nature and of man and his works. 

The illustrating geology in the museum are grouped 
into Systematic Geology and Economic (;eology. In the former 
division there are about five thousand paheontological specimens, 
many of them especially instructive and ;-a]uable. and as many 

of minerals, classified according to the che1nical con
stitution of each species. The collection of meteorites in the 
same division includes several ,-ery large specimens, notably the 
meteoric stone from Phillips County, Kansas, weighing 1 r84lbs.; 
two masses weighing respectively 465 and 344 lbs., with se.-eral 
smaller ones from the meteorite of the Kiowa Countv. Kansas; 
two masses weighing IOIJ ami 265 lbs. respectiYely, scYeral 
smaller ones of the Canon l)iablo, 1neteorite ; about 
650 imJi,·idual aerolites of the \Vinnebago County, Iowa, fall, 
and many other specimens. Physical geography, structural and 
dynamical geology, and lithology are also well represented in 
the diYision of systematic geology. 

The collections of the cli,-ision of Economic ( ;eology were 
obtained through the Chief of the Department of :\Jines, Mining 
and :\letallurgy of the \Vorlcl"s Columbian Exposition, from ex
hibits made in that exposition. Being designed to illustrate the 
practical bearings of the science of geology, they consist chiefly 
of specj1nens which show 1nodes of occurrence in nature of 
1ninerals haYing economic ltnportance, ancl the localities where 
they may be obtained. In addition to these, however, arc 
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